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A
ABC Writing Structure, 153, 155, 159
Academic language sentences game, 233–234
Academic support, for newcomer in classroom, 341–342
Academic vocabulary, 44–45, 50
Access to video, 281
Activating prior knowledge (activating schema): Anticipation Guide, 59, 61, 62–63; application, 58–61; challenges, 61; Common Core connections, 58; defined, 57; field trips—real or virtual, 60–61; KWL charts, 59; multimedia, 59–60; preparatory texts, 60; purpose of, 58; quickwrites, 60; research, 58; strategies for, 337; student handout and example, 61; technology connections, 61
Active participation. See Whole-class processing
Active viewing, video, 281
Activities: to begin school year, 390–395; for last few days of school, 405–407; for last few months of school, 402–405
Adjectives, periods and, 128, 129, 136
Adkins, Jen, 153
Advanced proficiency, Jigsaw for high-intermediate and, 94–95
Advice, for future students, 405
Albano, Larissa, 328–329
Alinsky, Saul, 49
Amazon Echo, 316
Animals, 94, 277
Annotating, 117; reading texts and, 110–111; slideshow, 184; student annotation of mistakes, 138, 139, 141
Answer—question game, for speaking and listening, 328–329
Answers: ask-answer-add, conversation practice, 252–253; Blank Sentence Navigator
Answering Questions, 146, 147, 149. See also Questions; Teacher answer keys
Antonyms, online tools, 50
Appel, Ted, 291, 335
Application: activating prior knowledge, (continued)
- vocabulary, 43–49; writer's notebook, 194–197; writing, 25–27

ARREE! Writing Structure, 153, 155, 162, 163
Ariely, Dan, 123
Aranson, Elliot, 97
Articles, sections of lengthy, 94
Ask-answer-add, conversation practice, 252–253
Assets, of students, 337
Attribution: class, beginning and ending, 422; clozes, 79; conversation practice, 254; cooperative writing, 181; co-teaching, 378; dictation, 248; differentiation in mainstream classes, 344; error correction strategies, 205; graphic organizers, 28; inductive learning, 130; Jigsaw, 97; LEA, 90; with learning games for reading and writing, 238; learning games for speaking and listening, 332; listening, 317; literary conversations, 18; micro-progressions, 225; music, 268; oral presentations, 301; parents and guardians, working with, 384; peer teaching and learning, 365; photos and images with speaking and listening, 277; photos with images in reading and writing, 188; problem-posing, 218; reading, independent, 10; reading comprehension, 118; school year, beginning, 396; school year, ending, 409; sentence navigators and sentence builders, 147; sequencing, 69; technology, using, 433; textbooks, 426; TPR, 260; video, 286–287; vocabulary, 50; writer’s notebook, 198; writing frames and structures, 156
Arwell, Nancie, 196, 198
Autonomy, intrinsic motivation and, 427
Avalos, Alma, 266

B
Back & Forth: Photocopiable Cooperative Pair Activities for Language Development (Rodgers), 276
Back to the screen, 283
Back-and-Forth Page, 276, 277, 278
Back-to-back listening activity, 314–315
Beginners: Jigsaw for low-intermediates and, 92–94;
Seasons of the Year Data Set for, 129, 134
Beginning. See Class, beginning and ending; School year, beginning
A Beginning List of the Best Resources on Virtual Reality in Education, 62
Benefits of Reading data set, 110, 112, 117, 121–122
Barnabei, Gretchen, 154
Beuckens, Todd, 252
Biography reports, 94
Birkenstein, C., 153
Blank Sentence Navigator Answering Questions, 146, 147, 149
Blank Sentence Navigator for Any Sentence, 146, 147, 150
Blogging, 139
Book interviews, literary conversations and, 16, 17, 22
Book talks: literary conversations, 15, 17, 20; PechaKucha, 296; writing and, 7
Book Trailer, 14–15, 17, 19
Books: free and printable, 343; selections for independent reading, 6–7; textbooks, 423–426
Boosting Achievement (Salva and Matis), 336
Brainpop, Jr., 250
Brandi, Nati Gonzalez, 265
Budden, Jo, 181
Builders, sentence. See Sentences, navigators and builders
Building Empathy Writing Prompt, 360, 364, 368
Buric, Pam, 360
Buy a Mistake game, 203

C
Callan, Nancy, 93, 97
Cambridge University Press, 330
Candy, partner introductions with, 394
Captions, writing cloze captions and, 185–186
Categories game, 235
Chain stories, 177
Chants: information, 267, 273–274; jazz, 262. See also Music
Characters, graphic organizers: main, 27, 33; supporting, 27, 34
Chavez, Cesar, 77, 78, 83
Check-ins, student-teacher, 7
Choose Your Own Adventure listening activity, 315–316
Class, 423; evaluations, 406–407; oral presentations and whole-class processing, 290–291; sister, 362–363; whole-class processing, 290–291; whole-class reading, 108–113. See also Classrooms; Differentiation in mainstream classes
Class, beginning and ending: application, 416–421; attribution, 422; challenges, 421; closure activities, 419–421; Common Core connections, 416; defined, 415; do-now activities, 416–418; Everybody Think...; 420; independent reading, 417; one-minute reports, 421; partner reading, 417–418; purpose of, 415–416; question menu, 419; research, 416; self-assessment exit tickets, 420; Shining Moments activity, 419; sticky note compliments, 420; technology connections, 421–422; 3–2–1, 421; writer’s notebook prompts, 418
Classrooms, 50, 283; diversity reflected in physical, 356; learning with families, 383; newcomer in, 340–342; visiting other, 404–405
ClassTools, 231, 237
Clines, vocabulary, 45–46, 49, 55
Close reading, 105, 113–117, 118
Close-read photos, 184–185
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Clozes: application, 76–78; attribution, 79; Common Core connections, 76; defined, 75; instructions for making, 78, 86, 403; Kitchen Picture Cloze Sentences, 125, 129, 131–132; with letter blanks—Juan and Maria, 77, 78, 83; My Summer cloze activity, 395; with no answers shown—art and music, 77, 78, 80, 81; with no answers shown—jobs, 76–77, 78, 80; with no blanks—US history, 77, 78, 84, 85; Persuading My Parents, 78, 85, 86; purpose of, 75; research, 75–76; student handouts and examples, 78; technology connections, 79; with word bank at end of sentences—Cesar Chavez, 77, 78, 82, 83; with word bank—Helen Keller, 77, 78, 81, 82; writing captions, 185–186

Cognates, vocabulary, 48

Collaboration and Co-Teaching
(Honigsfeld and Dove), 378

Collaborative learning
opportunities, 340

Collages, photo, 276

A Collection of “Best. . .,” 50

Comic strips, 68, 69

Common Core connections:
activating prior knowledge, 58;
class, beginning and ending, 416;
clozes, 76; concept attainment—plus!, 137;
conversation practice, 250;
cooperative writing, 176;
co-teaching, 376; CRT, 352;
debate, 322; dictation, 243–244;
differentiation in mainstream
classes, 336; error correction
strategies, 203; graphic
organizers, 24; inductive
learning, 124; Jigsaw, 92; LEA,
87; learning games for reading
and writing, 228; learning games
for speaking and listening, 328;
learning stations, 385; listening,
312; literary conversations, 14;
mi cro-progessions, 222; music,
262; oral presentations, 290;
parents and guardians, working
with, 381; peer teaching and
learning, 359; photos and images
with speaking and listening, 276;
photos with images in reading
and writing, 184;
problem-posing, 214; quoting,
summarizing and paraphrasing,
166; reading, independent, 6;
reading comprehension, 105;
revision, 208; School year,
beginning, 390; School year,
ending, 402; sentence navigators
and sentence builders, 146;
sequencing, 66; SIFE s, 346;
technology, using, 428;
textbooks, 424; TPR, 257; video,
280; vocabulary, 43; writer’s
notebook, 194; writing frames
and structures, 152. See also
Navigating the Common Core with
English Language Learners

Communication, with parents and
guardians, 381–382

Compare and contrast, photos and
images, 186

Competence, intrinsic motivation
and, 427

Comprehension: activities, music,
264; differentiation in
mainstream classes and check
for, 338. See also Reading
comprehension

Computers: Daily Computer Plan & Reflection, 430, 432, 439;
Weekly Computer Independent
Study Plan, 429, 432, 436. See also Technology, using

Concept attainment: error
correction strategies and, 203;
inductive learning and, 128–129,
136; paraphrasing, 169, 170, 172,
173

Concept attainment—plus!
application, 138; challenges, 139;
Common Core connections, 137;
defined, 137; error correction
strategies and, 203; inductive
learning and, 136; purpose of,
137; research, 137; student
annotation of mistakes, 138,
139, 141; student example and
correction, 138, 139, 140;
student handouts and examples,
139; Student Writing Prompt
and Response, 138, 139, 144;
Teacher Mimic Write, 138, 139,
142, 143; technology
connections, 139

Conflict Map graphic organizer,
27, 36

Conversation: cheat sheets, 253.
See also Literary conversations

Conversation practice: application,
250–253; ask-answer-add,
252–253; attribution, 254;
challenges, 254; cheat sheets,
253; Common Core connections,
250; defined, 249; dialogue
scramble, 251, 253, 255, 256;
dialogues, 250–251; Holiday
Dialogue, 250, 253, 255; purpose
of, 249; research, 249;
self-assessment, 253; student
handouts and examples, 253;
technology connections, 254;
3–2–1, 251

Cooper, Ross, 17

Cooperative drawings, 176–177

Cooperative learning
opportunities, 340

Cooperative storytelling, 178–179

Cooperative writing: application,
176–180; attribution, 181; chain
stories and, 177; challenges, 180;
Common Core connections, 176;
cooperative drawings and,
176–177; cooperative
storytelling and, 178–179;
defined, 175; purpose of, 175;
research, 176; sticky chats and,
179–180; technology
connections, 180–181

Correct a Sentence game, 203

Co-teaching: application, 376–378;
attribute, 378; Common Core
connections, 376; defined, 375;
don’ts and dos, 376–378;
purpose of, 375; research, 375;
technology connections, 378

Course expectations, beginning
school year: activity, 391;
explanation of, 396–397;
questions, 391, 395, 398

Creative response prompts, 16–17

Creativity in the English Language
Classroom (Fehér), 50
INDEX

Csikszentmihalyi, Mihaly, 66
CSP. See Culturally sustaining pedagogy
Culturally responsive teaching (CRT): application, 352–356; challenges, 356; Common Core connections, 352; curriculum with, 355–356; defined, 351; with diversity reflected in physical classroom, 356; instructional practices and, 354–355; purpose of, 352; research, 352; students and, 352–354; technology connections, 356–357

*Culturally Responsive Teaching and the Brain* (Hammond), 354

*Culturally sustaining pedagogy* (CSP), 351

Culture. See Home culture
Curriculum, with CRT, 355–356

D

Dailv Computer Plan & Reflection, 430, 432, 439

Dartboard, for Velcro ball, 229


Dear diary, creative response prompts, 17

Debate: application, 322–324; challenges, 324; Common Core connections, 322; defined, 321; language, 323, 324, 325; purpose of, 321; research, 321–322; student handout and example, 324; technology connections, 324

Dialogue: conversation practice, 250–251; graphic organizers, 27, 38; Holiday Dialogue, conversation practice, 250, 253, 255; listening, sample, 314, 316, 319

Dialogue scramble: conversation practice, 251, 253, 255; teacher answer key, 251, 253, 256

Dictation: application, 244–247; attribution, 248; challenges, 247; Common Core connections, 243–244; defined, 243; dictogloss, 244–246; information gap, 246–247; paired, 244; picture, 246; purpose of, 243; research, 243; running, 247, 331; technology connections, 247–248

Dictogloss, 244–246

Different or same listening activity, 315

Differentiation in mainstream classes: application, 336–342; assets of students and, 337; attribution, 344; benefits of, 336; Common Core connections, 336; dos and don’ts, 336–340; explained, 335–336; with graphic organizers and sentence-starters, 339; home language development and, 339; instruction giving and, 338; learning opportunities, cooperative and collaborative, 340; modeling and, 337; newcomer in classroom, 340–342; nonlinguistic cues, 338; note-taking strategies, 339–340; purpose of, 338; research, 336; speech and wait time, rate of, 337–338; with strategies to activate and build prior knowledge, 337; technology connections, 343–344; with understanding, check for, 338

Discussions. See Speaking

Diversity, physical classroom reflecting, 356

Drivers License Activity, 93, 96, 98

Duolingo, 236, 341

Dusbiber, Dana, 108, 112

E

edHelper.com, 94

Education, 62, 345, 346. See also Students with interrupted formal education

Elish-Piper, Laurie, 117

Ello, 252

ELTPics, 277

Emotional support, for newcomer in classroom, 340

Empathy: Building Empathy Writing Prompt, 360, 364, 368; project, 360–361

Encouragement, for SIFEs, 347–348

End-of-Quarter Reading Reflection, 8, 9, 10

English Central, 341

English Language Learners. See specific topics

Error correction strategies: application, 203–205; attribution, 205; challenges, 205; Common Core connections, 203; concept attainment and concept attainment—plus!, 203; defined, 201; games, 203; growth mind-set, encouragement of, 204; with individual feedback given, 204–205; purpose of, 201; research, 202; technology connections, 205

Errors, 204

ESL Jigsaws, 97

The ESL/ELL Teacher’s Survival Guide (Ferlazzo and Sypnieski), 77, 118, 251; back to the screen, 283; conversation cheat sheet in, 253; music and, 261

Evaluations: class and teacher, 406–407; oral presentations, teacher feedback-student, 291–292; Presentation Peer Evaluation Rubric, 292, 300, 302

Everette, Meghan, 153

Everybody Think. . . activity, 420

Everyone Is a Teacher: goal-setting chart, 363, 364, 372; poster, 362, 364, 371

Examining an Image, 184, 187, 190, 191

Examples. See Student examples; Student handouts and examples
Expectations. See Course expectations, beginning school year
Extension activities, music, 264–265

F
Families, with classroom learning, 383. See also Parents and guardians, working with
Feedback: error correction strategies with individual, 204–205; Oral Presentation Feedback Form, 299, 300, 309; student-teacher check-ins, 7; teacher feedback-student evaluation, oral presentations, 291–292. See also Evaluations
Fehér, Judit, 50
Ferlazzo, Larry, 44, 45, 49, 335; The ESL/ELL Teacher's Survival Guide, 77, 118, 251, 253, 261, 283; Helping Students Motivate Themselves, 69, 187–188; Navigating the Common Core with English Language Learners, 69, 111, 113, 202, 204, 313
Field trips, 62; for ending school year, 405; real or virtual, activating prior knowledge, 60–61
Figurative language, 94
Fill-in-the-Blank, 229–230. See also Clozes
Finishing Strong Goal Sheet, 402, 403, 407, 409
First Day of School Strip Story: student handout, 67, 68, 70; teacher answer key, 67, 68, 71
Fisher, Douglas, 105, 113, 116
Five Senses chart: graphic organizers, 25, 27, 30, 31; student example, 27, 31
Five Slide PechaKucha (2:40), 296
FuentU, 330
Flyswatter game, 230–231
For English as a Second Language: TPR Exercises, 259
Four Words Sheet, 43, 47, 49, 51
4–3–2 fluency activity, 251
Franklin, Benjamin, 65
Free listening, 263
Free-choice unit, for ending school year, 403–404
Frey, Nancy, 105, 113, 116
From clues to words activity, 48–49
G
Gallagher, Kelly, 196, 198
Games: error correction strategies, 203; learning, for reading and writing, 227–239; learning, for speaking and listening, 327–332
Gandhi, Mahatma, 341–342
Gap. See Information gap, dictation
Gap-fills. See Clozes
Geography reports, 94
George Washington Writing Frame, 152, 155, 156
Ginsburg, David, 418
Global media literacy, 97
Goals: Everyone Is a Teacher goal-setting chart, 363, 364, 372; Finishing Strong Goal Sheet, 402, 403, 407, 409; goal-setting chart student example, 364, 373; school year ending and goal-setting activity, 402–403
Golden lines, literary conversations and, 16
Goldenberg, Claude, 104
Google Cardboard, 286
Google Docs, 209
Google Home, 316
Google Slides, 293, 299
Google Translate, 155, 196, 283, 339, 340, 381
Graff, G., 153
Graham, Carolyn, 262, 267
Grammar Auction, 203
Graphic organizers: application, 24–27; attribution, 28; challenges, 27–28; Common Core connections, 24; Conflict Map, 27, 36; defined, 23; dialogue, 27, 38; differentiation in mainstream classes, 339; Five Senses chart, 25, 27, 30, 31; Identifying Words While Reading, 24, 25, 27, 30; Main Characters, 27, 33; Narrative Word Chart, 24, 25, 29; problem-posing, 215, 217, 219; purpose of, 23; reading and, 24, 25, 27, 30, 111; research, 24; Setting, 27, 28, 32; Story Events, 27, 37; student handouts and examples, 27; Supporting Characters, 27, 34; technology connections, 28; theme, 27, 35, 266; “What People Say About. . .”, 112, 117, 122; Write Your Story, 27, 39
Greetings, students, 390
Groups, oral presentations, 290
Growth: end of school year and reflecting on, 406; mind-set, encouragement of, 204
Guardians. See Parents and guardians, working with
Guess the word game, for speaking and listening, 330
Guidelines: oral presentations, 290–292; Peer Mentor Guidelines, 362, 364, 370; video, 280–281
H
Hamilton (musical), 262n1, 265–266
Hamilton, Alexander, 262n1
Hammond, Zaretta, 354
Handouts. See Student handouts and examples
Hangman game, 234
Hattie, John, 91
Heart Map, student example of, 195, 197, 198
Helping Students Motivate Themselves (Ferlazzo), 69, 187–188
Hess, Natalie, 283, 287
Hmong people, 345–346, 354
Holder, Carlota, 375, 376
Holiday Dialogue, conversation practice, 250, 253, 255
Home culture: long oral presentation, 298–300; planning sheet, 299, 300, 307
Home language: development of, 339; instruction for SIFEs, 347
Home visit project. See Parent-Teacher Home Visit Project
Homework, using technology and, 431–432
Honigsfeld, Andrea, 378
How-to videos, 285
I
“I Am” project, partner introductions, 392–393
“I Learn Best When . . .” cards, partner introductions, 392
Identifying Words While Reading: graphic organizers, 24, 25, 27, 30; vocabulary, 44, 49, 50, 54
If Animals or Inanimate Objects Could Talk, 277
“IKEA effect,” 123
Images: Examining, 184, 187, 190, 191; photos, in reading and writing, 183–191; photos, in speaking and listening, 275–278
Improvement Rubric Reflection Questions, 406, 408, 414
In the Middle (Atwell), 196
Independent project, weekly, 429–430
Independent reading. See Reading, independent
Independent study: using technology, 429–431; Weekly Computer Independent Study Plan, 429, 432, 436
Independent work, students with daily, 430–431
Inductive learning: application, 124–128; attribution, 130; challenges, 129; Common Core connections, 124; concept attainment example, 128, 129, 136; data set instructions, 127, 129, 130, 134, 403; defined, 123; International New Year’s Traditions Data Set for intermediates, 129, 133; John F. Kennedy Data Set, 129, 133; Kitchen Picture Cloze Sentences, 125, 129, 131–132; A Man in the Kitchen, 124, 129, 130; purpose of, 123; PWIM, 124–126; research, 124; Seasons of the Year Data Set (for beginners), 129, 134; Sounds Easy! Phonics, Spelling, and Pronunciation Practice, page from, 127, 129, 135; student handouts and examples, 129; technology connections, 129–130; text, phonics and picture data sets, 126–128
Information chants, 267, 273–274
Information gap, dictation, 246–247
Information gap activity. See Jigsaw
Inlay, Johnny, 46, 50
Inlay, Kevin, 292
Instructional practices, with CRT, 354–355
Instructions: for clozes, making, 78, 86, 403; data sets, 127, 129, 130, 403; differentiation in mainstream classes and giving, 338; SIFE’s and home language, 347; strip stories, 67, 68, 74, 403; student jigsaw, 95, 96, 102
Interactive word wall, vocabulary, 46–48
Intermediates: Examining an Image for, 184, 187, 191; International New Year’s Traditions Data Set for, 129, 133; Jigsaw for advanced and high-, 94–95; Jigsaw for beginners and low-, 92–94
International New Year’s Traditions Data Set (for intermediates), 129, 133
Interviews. See Book interviews, literary conversations and Introductions. See Partner introductions

J
Jazz chants, 262
Jellema, Henny, 259
Jigsaw (information gap activity): application, 92–95; attribution, 97; for beginners and low-intermediates, 92–94; challenges, 96; Common Core connections, 92; defined, 91; Driver’s License, 92, 93, 96, 97, 98; for high-intermediates and advanced, 94–95; Nina’s Break-In, 93, 96, 99, 100, 101; purpose of, 91; research, 91–92; student handouts and examples, 96; student instructions, 95, 96, 102; technology connections, 96–97
John F. Kennedy Data set, 129, 133

K
Kahneman, Daniel, 188, 401, 416
Kahoot!, 237
Karaoke sites, 268
Keller, Helen, 77, 78, 82
Kennedy, John F., 129, 133
Keppler, Lauren, 57
Kernel essays, 154
Keyboard, learning to type and use, 432
Kitchen Picture Cloze Sentences, 125, 129, 131–132
Knowledge: reading and building on prior, 109; vocabulary, 49–50. See also Activating prior knowledge
Krashen, Stephen, 202, 281, 327
KWL charts, 59, 76, 108

L
Ladson-Billings, Gloria, 351
Language, 50, 276, 283; academic language sentences game, 233–234; debate, 323, 324, 325; figurative, 94; home, 339, 347; listening language frames, 314; nonlinguistic cues, 338; reading with students not literate in home, 8; support with oral presentations, 291
Language Experience Approach (LEA): application, 88–89; attribution, 90; challenges, 89; Common Core connections, 87; defined, 87; model, 88, 89, 90; purpose of, 87; research, 87; student handout and example, 89; technology connections, 90
Lavery, Clare, 295
LEA. See Language Experience Approach
Leaf, M., 24–25, 28, 44
Learning: families with classroom, 383; opportunities, cooperative and collaborative, 340; peer teaching and, 359–367; personalized, 266; Personalized Learning Weekly Test, 430, 432, 437–438; to type and use keyboard, 432; visual displays of, 404. See also Inductive learning
Learning games, for reading and writing: academic language sentences, 233–234; application, 228–235; attribution, 238; categories, 235; challenges, 235–236; Common Core connections, 228; defined, 227; fill-in-the-blank, 229–230; flyswatter, 230–231; hangman, 234; name it, 231; Nine Box Grid, 228–229, 235, 238, 239; phonic darts, 229; Pictionary, 234; purpose of, 227–228; research, 228; round-and-round she goes, 231; sentence scrambles, 232–233; student handouts and examples, 235; team-writing sentences, 234; technology connections, 236–237; what doesn’t belong?, 235; writing bingo, 231–232

Learning games, for speaking and listening: answer—question, 328–329; application, 328–331; attribution, 332; challenges, 331; Common Core connections, 328; defined, 327; guess the word, 330; letter scavenger hunt, 329–330; Nine Box Grid, 328, 331, 332; purpose of, 327; research, 327–328; running dictation, 331; sound effects, 330; student handouts and examples, 331; technology connections, 314, 315, 316, 318; “Listening Matters: Active Listening” (Tennant), 315

Listening: activities, 314–316; application, 312–316; attribution, 317; back-to-back activity, 313–315; challenges, 316; chart, story sharing, 360, 364, 369; Choose Your Own Adventure activity, 315–316; Common Core connections, 312; defined, 311; different or same activity, 315; dos and don’ts with oral presentations, 292, 300, 303; frames, 314, 315, 316, 318; free, 263; language frames, 314; Learning games for speaking and, 327–332; metacognitive, 312–314; micro-progressions for, 224; to music, 263; photos and images with speaking and, 275–278; photos with images in speaking and, 275–278; practice sheet, 313, 316, 317; purpose of, 311; research, 312; sample dialogue, 314, 316, 319; student handouts and examples, 316; technology connections, 316–317

Listening frames, 314, 315, 316, 318

Micro-progressions: application, 222–224; attribution, 225; challenges, 225; Claim and Evidence, 222, 223, 224, 225, 226; Common Core connections, 222; defined, 221; predictions, 222, 223, 224, 225, 226; purpose of, 221–222; research connections, 222; for speaking and listening, 224; student handouts and examples, 225

Microsoft Word, 209

Mimic writes: Persuading My Parents Cloze and Mimic Write, 78, 85; Teacher Mimic Write of Student Mistakes, 138, 139, 142; Teacher Mimic Write with Student Corrections, 138, 139, 143

Mind-set, growth, 204

Mistakes: Buy a Mistake game, 203; defined, 204; student annotation of, 138, 139, 141; Teacher Mimic Write of Student Mistakes, 138, 139, 142
Model Sentence Navigator
Answering Questions, (continued)
Modeling, with differentiation in mainstream classes, 337
Moses, Ekuwah, 297
Motivation, intrinsic, 427
Multimedia, activating prior knowledge, 59–60
Music: application, 262–267; attribution, 268; challenges, 267; Common Core connections, 262; comprehension activities, 264; defined, 261; extension activities, 264–265; Hamilton, 262n1, 265–266; information chants, 267, 273–274; jazz chants, 262; listening and reading, 263; mannequin challenge, 265; My Favorite Song, 266, 267, 271–272; personalized song lessons, 266–267; pre-listening, 263; purpose of, 261; research, 261–262; saying and singing, 263–264; sequence, typical, 262–265; song choice, 262–263; Song Lyric Analysis Sheet, 266, 267, 269–270; student handouts and examples, 267; technology connections, 268; topical projects, 265–266
My Favorite Song, 266, 267, 271–272
My Summer, beginning school year, 395, 400
My Summer cloze activity, 395
My Year Directions, 406, 408, 412
My Year of Reading Visual Project, 8, 9, 11, 404

N
Name it game, 231
Names: Random Name Picker feature, 231; Rename It, creative response prompts, 17; of students, 391
Narrative Word Chart: graphic organizers, 24, 25, 29; vocabulary, 43, 47, 49, 53
Nation, Paul, 251
National Reading Panel Report, 105
Navigating the Common Core with English Language Learners (Ferlazzo and Sypnieski), 69, 111, 113, 202; growth mind-set and, 204; listening, 313
Navigators, sentence. See Sentences, navigators and builders
Neuroscience, music and, 261
New York Times, 49, 276
Newcomer, in classroom: academic support for, 341–342; emotional support for, 340; social support for, 342
Nina’s Break-In: how to use this jigsaw, 93, 96, 101; part 1, jigsaw, 96, 99; part 2: questions about the story, 96, 100
Nine Box Grid: with health care word sample, 228, 235, 238; for reading and writing, 228–229, 235, 238, 239; for speaking and listening, 328, 331, 332; template, 228, 235, 239
Nonlinguistic cues, 338
Novelty, oral presentations, 290
Obama, Barack, 207
One-minute reports, 297, 421
Online safety, 139
Online tools: SIFEs, support for, 346–347; synonyms / antonyms, 50; vocabulary, 50
Oral presentations: application, 290–300; attribution, 301; challenges, 300; Common Core connections, 290; defined, 289; Feedback Form, 299, 300, 309; home culture planning sheet, 299, 300, 307; Listening Dos and Don’ts, 292, 300, 303; Presentation Peer Evaluation Rubric, 292, 300, 302; presentation skills, teaching of, 292–293; purpose of, 289; research, 289–290; Sentence Stems for Oral Presentations, 299, 300, 308; short, 294–298; Speaking Dos and Don’ts, 292, 300, 303; student handouts and examples, 300; talking points
presentation model and outline, 295, 300, 304–305; technology connections, 291, 300–301; Top Five Outline, 295, 300, 306
Oral presentations, guidelines: groups, 291; language support, 291; length, 290; novelty, 290; teacher feedback-student evaluation, 291–292; technology support, 291; topic, 290; whole-class processing, 290–291
Oral presentations, long: home culture, 298–300; long, 298–300
Oral presentations, short: Five Slide PechaKucha (2:40), 296; ideas for, 297–298; PechaKucha book talks, 296; speed dating, 294; talking points, 294–295; top five, 295–296
Osteen, Mary, 153
P
Paired dictation, 244
Paraphrasing: concept attainment, first, 169, 170, 172; concept attainment, second, 169, 170, 173; sheet, 169, 170, 174. See also Quoting, summarizing and paraphrasing
Parents. See Persuading My Parents Cloze and Mimic Write
Parents and guardians, working with: application, 381–383; attribution, 384; challenges, 383; Common Core connections, 381; communication and, 381–382; defined, 379; explanation of, 379–380; families with classroom learning and, 383; research, 380; support for, 382–383; technology connections, 384
Parent-Teacher Home Visit Project, 214
Paris, Django, 351
Partner introductions: beginning school year, 392–395, 399; with candy, 394; “I Am” project, 392–393; “I Learn Best When . . .” cards, 392; My Summer cloze activity, 395; two truths and a lie, 393; two truths and a lie—plus, 394
Partner reading: as do-now activity in class, 417–418; literary conversations, 15–16, 17, 21, 417–418
Patience, for SIFEs, 347–348
Pause and Predict Sheet, videos, 284, 285, 288
PechaKucha: book talks, 296; Five Slide PechaKucha (2:40), 296
Pedagogy, culturally sustaining, 351
PEE Writing Structure, 153, 155, 160
Peer evaluation, Presentation Peer Evaluation Rubric, 292, 300, 302
Peer Mentor Guidelines, 362, 364, 370
Peer mentoring, 362
Peer Review Sheet, 209, 210, 212
Peer teaching and learning: application, 360–364; attribution, 365; Building Empathy Writing Prompt, 360, 364, 368; challenges, 364; Common Core connections, 359; defined, 359; empathy project, 360–361; Everyone Is a Teacher goal-setting chart, 363, 364, 372; Everyone Is a Teacher poster, 363, 364, 371; explanation of, 359; goal-setting chart student example, 364, 373; listening chart, story sharing, 360, 364, 369; Peer Mentor Guidelines, 362, 364, 370; Personal Story Outline, 360, 364, 366; research, 359; sister classes, 362–363; story sharing, 360, 364, 367; student handouts and examples, 364; technology connections, 364–365; tutoring, 361–362
Peer tutoring, 361–362
Periods, adjectives and, 128, 129, 136
Personal Story Outline, 360, 364, 366
Personalized learning, 266
Personalized Learning Weekly Test, using technology, 430, 432, 437–438
Persuading My Parents Cloze and Mimic Write, 78, 85, 86
Peterson, Jim, 214, 291
Phonic darts game, 229
Phonicball, 229
Phonics, 129, 135; inductive learning with text, picture data sets and, 126–128; instruction for SIFEs, 347
Photo collages, 276
Photos, with images in reading and writing: application, 184–187; attribution, 188; captions and cloze captions, 185–186; challenges, 187–188; close-read, 184–185; Common Core connections, 184; compare and contrast, 186; defined, 183; Examining an Image, 184, 187, 190, 191; picture story, 187; purpose of, 183; research, 184; slideshow annotation, 184; slideshow notes, 184, 187, 189; student handouts and examples, 187; technology connections, 188; unveiling parts of, 185
Photos, with images in speaking and listening: application, 276–277; attribution, 277; Back-and-Forth Page, 276, 277, 278; challenges, 277; Common Core connections, 276; defined, 275; purpose of, 275; research, 275; student handout and example, 277; technology connections, 277
Physical response. See Total Physical Response
Pictionary game, 234
Picture, song, 263
Picture data sets, 126–128
Picture dictation, 246
Picture story, 187
Picture superiority effect, 291
Picture Word Inductive Model (PWIM), 46, 48, 124–126
Plot twist, creative response prompts, 16
Pollard, Laurel, 283, 287
PowerPoint, 293, 295, 297, 299, 301
“The Power of PechaKucha” (Schmidt), 296
Pre-listening, music and, 263
Preparatory texts, 60
Presentation Peer Evaluation Rubric, 292, 300, 302
Presentation skills, teaching oral, 292–293
Price, Paige, 419
Prior knowledge. See Activating prior knowledge
Problem-posing: application, 214–217; attribution, 218; challenges, 217; Common Core connections, 214; defined, 213; graphic organizer, 215, 217, 219; purpose of, 213; research, 213; student handout and example, 217; technology connections, 218
Prompts: Building Empathy Writing, 360, 364, 368; literary conversations and creative response, 16–17; for Responding to My Reading, 196, 197, 199; Student Writing Prompt and Response, 138, 139, 144; writer’s notebook, 418
Publishing, of student reading successes, 8
Puppets, 18, 88, 251, 254, 277
Purpose, setting, 109
PWIM. See Picture Word Inductive Model
Q
“Questioning That Deepens Comprehension” (Fisher and Frey), 116
Questions: answer—question game, 328–329; Blank Sentence Navigator Answering Questions, 146, 147, 149; course expectations questions, beginning school year, 391, 395, 398; for CRT, 352–356; Improvement Rubric Reflection Questions, 406, 408, 414; menu, 419; Model Sentence Navigator Answering Questions, 146, 147, 148; about Nina’s Break-In Part 2, 96, 100
Questions and Sentence Starters List, 43, 49, 52
Quickwrites, activating prior knowledge, 60
Quizizz, 237
Quizlet, 50
Quoting, summarizing and paraphrasing: application, 166–170; challenges, 170; Common Core connections, 166; concept attainment
paraphrasing, 169, 170, 172, 173; defined, 165; Paraphrase Sheet, 169, 170, 174; purpose of, 165–166; research, 166; student handouts and examples, 170; Summarizing Examples, 167, 170, 171; technology connections, 170

INDEX
R
RACE Writing Structure, 153, 155, 161–162
Random Name Picker feature, 231
Read alouds, 105, 107–108
Reading: application, 24–25; close, 105, 113–117, 118; with graphic organizers, 24, 25, 27, 30, 111; Learning games for writing and, 227–239; music, 263; National Reading Panel Report, 105; partner, 15–16, 17, 21, 417–418; Prompts for Responding to My Reading, 196, 197, 199; teaching new words during, 44; texts, 109–111; whole-class, 108–113. See also Identifying Words While Reading
Reading, independent: application of, 6–8; attribution, 10; book selection, 6–7; books, writing and talking about, 7; challenges, 9; Common Core connections, 6; defined, 5; as do-now activity in class, 417; End-of-Quarter Reading Reflection, 8, 9, 10; My Year of Reading Visual Project, 8, 9, 11, 404; publishing student successes, 8; purpose of, 5; research, 5–6; student handouts and examples, 9; students, ELL, 8; student-teacher check-ins, 7; technology connections, 9–10
Reading Aloud, 107
Reading Strategies Word Chart, 106, 117, 119
Recasting, 215
Relatedness, intrinsic motivation and, 427
Relevance, intrinsic motivation and, 427
Rename It, creative response prompts, 17
Research: activating prior knowledge, 58; class, beginning and ending of, 416; clozes, 75–76; concept attainment—plus!, 137; conversation practice, 249; cooperative writing, 176; co-teaching, 375; CRT, 352; debate, 321–322; dictation, 243; differentiation in mainstream classes, 336; error correction strategies, 202; graphic organizers, 24; inductive learning, 124; Jigsaw, 91–92; LEA, 87; on learning games for reading and writing, 228; on learning games for speaking and listening, 327–328; learning stations, 385; listening, 312; literary conversations, 13–14; micro-progressions, 222; music, 261–262; oral presentations, 289–290; parents and guardians, working with, 380; peer teaching and learning, 359; photos with images in reading and writing, 184; photos with images in speaking and listening, 275; problem-posing, 213; quoting, summarizing and paraphrasing, 166; reading, independent, 5–6; reading comprehension, 104–105; revision, 208; school year, beginning, 389; school year, ending of, 401–402; sentence navigators and sentence builders, 145; sequencing, 66; SIFEts, 346; technology, using, 428; textbooks, 424; TPR, 257; video, 280; vocabulary, 42; writer’s notebook, 194; writing frames and structures, 152
Revision: application, 208–210; challenges, 210; Common Core connections, 208; defined, 207; Peer Review Sheet, 209, 210, 212; purpose of, 207–208; research, 208; student handout and example, 210; technology connections, 210–211
Roberts, Kate, 221, 222
Roberts, Maggie Beattie, 221, 222
Rodgers, T. S., 276
Round-and-round she goes game, 231
Rubrics: Improvement Rubric Reflection Questions, 406, 408, 414; Presentation Peer Evaluation Rubric, 292, 300, 302; Writing Improvement, 406, 408, 413
Running dictation, 247, 331
S
Sacramento City Unified School District, 383
Safe Haven program, 383
Salva, Carol, 336, 361, 364
Same. See Different or same listening activity
Saying, and singing music, 263–264
Schema, activating. See Activating prior knowledge
Schenk, Christian, 179, 181
Schmidt, Anthony, 296
School year, beginning: application, 390–395; attribution, 396; challenges, 395; Common Core connections, 390; course expectations, 391, 395,
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396–397, 398; defined, 389; explanation of, 389; greeting students, 390; letter exchange, 391–392; My Summer, 395, 400; partner introductions, 392–395, 399; research, 389; student handouts and examples, 395; student names, 391; technology connections, 395–396

School year, ending: activities for last few days, 405–407; activities for last few months, 402–405; advice for future students, 405; application, 402–407; attribution, 409; challenges, 408; class and teacher evaluations, 406–407; Common Core connections, 402; defined, 401; explanation of, 401; field trips, 405; Finishing Strong Goal Sheet, 402, 403, 407, 409; free-choice unit, 403–404; goal-setting activity, 402–403; growth, reflecting on, 406; Improvement Rubric Reflection Questions, 406, 408, 414; lesson plan, 403, 407, 410–411; My Year Directions, 406, 408, 412; research, 401–402; student handouts and examples, 407–408; technology connections, 405, 408–409; visiting other classrooms, 404–405; visual displays of learning, 404; Writing Improvement Rubric, 406, 408, 413

Scrambles. See Dialogue scramble; Sentence scrambles

Seasons of the Year Data Set (for beginners), 129, 134

Self-assessment: conversation practice, 253; exit tickets, 420

Senses. See Five Senses chart

Sentence scrambles, 68, 69, 232–233

Sentence starters: graphic organizers and, 339; Questions and Sentence Starters List, 43, 49, 52

Sentence Stems for Oral Presentations, 299, 300, 308

Sentences: academic language, 233–234; clozes with word bank at end of, 77, 78, 82, 83; Correct a Sentence game, 203; Kitchen Picture cloze, 125, 129, 131–132; team-writing sentences game, 234

Sentences, navigators and builders: application, 146–147; attribution, 147; Blank Sentence Navigator, 146, 147, 149, 150; challenges, 147; Common Core connections, 146; defined, 145; Model Sentence Navigator Answering Questions, 146, 147, 148; purpose of, 145; research, 145; student handouts and examples, 147; technology connections, 147

Sequencing: application, 66–68; attribution, 69; challenges, 69; comic strips, 68; Common Core connections, 66; defined, 65; First Day of School Strip Story, 67, 68, 70, 71; Mexico Strip Story, 67, 68, 72, 73; purpose of, 65–66; research, 66; sentence scrambles, 68; strip stories, application, 66–67; student handouts and examples, 68; technology connections, 69; videos, 283–284

Serravallo, Jennifer, 106

Setting, graphic organizers, 27, 28

Shining Moments activity, 419

“Short Projects to Get Them Talking” (Lavery), 295

SIFEs. See Students with interrupted formal education

Singing, and saying music, 263–264

Sister classes, 362–363

Slavin, Robert E., 424

Slideshows: annotation, 184; notes, 184, 187, 189; technology, 90

SLIFEs. See Students with limited or interrupted formal education

Social support, for newcomer in classroom, 342

Song Lyric Analysis Sheet, 266, 267, 269–270

Song pictures, 263

Songs: chants, 262, 267, 273–274; choice of, 262–263; lessons, personalized, 266–267; My Favorite Song, 266, 267; 271–272; theme, personal, 266–267. See also Music

Sound effects game, for speaking and listening, 330

Sounds Easy! Phonics, Spelling, and Pronunciation Practice, page from, 127, 129, 135


Speech: differentiation in mainstream classes, 337–338; saying and singing music, 263–264

Speed dating, short oral presentation, 294

Sports, 94

Sticky chats, 179–180

Sticky note compliments, 420

Stokke, Mary, 265

Stories: chain, 177; Personal Story Outline, 360, 364, 366; picture, 187. See also Strip stories

Stories, graphic organizers: Story Events, 27, 37; Write Your Story, 27, 39

Story sharing: listening chart, 360, 364, 369; peer teaching and learning, 360, 364, 367

StoryCorps program, 383

Storytelling, cooperative, 178–179

The Story of Ferdinand (Leaf), 24–25, 28, 44

Strategies: to activate and build prior knowledge, 337; error correction, 201–205; note-taking, 339–340; reading comprehension, 104, 105–107;
Strategies: to activate and build prior knowledge, (continued)
Reading Strategies Word Chart, 106, 117, 119; video of proactive, 340
Strip stories: application of, 66–67; First Day of School, 67, 68, 70, 71; instructions, 67, 68, 74, 403; Mexico, 67, 68, 72, 73
Structure: PEE Writing, 153, 155, 160; RACE writing, 153, 155, 161–162; of text, 109. See also Writing frames and structures
Student annotation of mistakes, 138, 139, 141
Student examples: correction and, 138, 139, 140; Five Senses chart, 27, 31; goal-setting chart, peer teaching and learning, 364, 373; of Heart Map, 195, 197, 198; My Year of Reading, 8, 9, 11, 404
Student handouts and examples: activating prior knowledge, 61; clozes, 78; concept attainment—plus!, 139; conversation practice, 253; debate, 324; graphic organizers, 27; inductive learning, 129; Jigsaw, 96; LEA, 89; learning games for reading and writing, 235; learning games for speaking and listening, 331; listening, 316; literary conversations, 17; micro-progressions, 225; music, 267; oral presentations, 300; peer teaching and learning, 364; photos and images with speaking and listening, 277; photos with images in reading and writing, 187; problem-posing, 217; quoting, summarizing and paraphrasing, 170; reading, independent, 9; reading comprehension, 117; revision, 210; school year, beginning, 395; school year, ending, 407–408; sentence navigators and sentence builders, 147; sequencing, 68; technology, using, 432; video, 285; vocabulary, 49; writer’s notebook, 197; writing frames and structures, 155
Student jigsaw instructions, 95, 96, 102
Student Writing Prompt and Response, 138, 139, 144
Student-Led Lesson Plan, using technology, 429, 432, 434
Students, 69, 118, 187–188; advice for, 405; with CRT, 352–354; with daily independent work, 430–431; greeting, 390; names of, 391; as newcomer in classroom, 340–342; with reading successes published, 8; teacher feedback-student evaluation, oral presentations, 291–292; Teacher Mimic Write, 138, 139, 142, 143; writer’s notebook and, 196–197
Students with interrupted formal education (SIFEs): application, 346–348; challenges, 348; Common Core connections, 346; defined, 345; ELL, 345–349; encouragement, patience and support for, 347–348; home language instruction, 347; online support, 346–347; phonics instruction, 347; purpose of, 346; research, 346; technology connections, 349
Students with limited or interrupted formal education (SLIFEs), 345, 346
Student-teacher check-ins, 7
Study plan. See Weekly Computer Independent Study Plan
Subtitles, video, 281
Summarizing: application, 167–168; examples, 167, 170, 171; quoting, paraphrasing and, 165–174; text, 111–112
Support: for newcomer in classroom, 340–342; oral presentations and language, 291; for parents and guardians, 382–383; for SIFEs, 346–348
Supporting Characters graphic organizers, 27, 34
Synonyms, online tools, 50
Sypnieski, Katie Hull, 108, 112; The ESL/ELL Teacher’s Survival Guide, 77, 118, 251, 253, 261, 283;
Navigating the Common Core with English Language Learners, 69, 111, 113, 202, 204, 313
T
Talking, about books. See Book talks; Literary conversations
Talking points, 294–295, 300, 304–305
Tarr, Russel, 425
Teacher answer keys: clozes with letter blanks—Juan and Maria, 77, 78, 83; clozes with no answers shown—art and music, 77, 78, 81; clozes with no answers shown—jobs, 77, 78, 80; clozes with no blanks—US History, 77, 78, 85; clozes with word bank at end of sentences—Cesar Chavez, 77, 78, 83; clozes with word bank—Helen Keller, 78, 82; dialogue scramble, 251, 253, 256; First Day of School Strip Story, 67, 68, 71; Mexico Strip Story, 67, 68, 73
Teacher Mimic Write of Student Mistakes, 138, 139, 142
Teacher Mimic Write with Student Corrections, 138, 139, 143
Teachers, 118, 139; evaluations, 406–407; Everyone Is a Teacher goal-setting chart, 363, 364, 372; Everyone Is a Teacher poster, 363, 364, 371; oral presentations, teacher feedback-student evaluation, 291–292; Parent-Teacher Home Visit Project, 214; student-teacher check-ins, 7; writer’s notebook and, 197. See also The ESL/ELL Teacher’s Survival Guide
The Teacher from the Black Lagoon (Thaler), 25, 44
Teaching: AREE! Writing Structure
Teaching Grid, 153, 155, 163; co-, 375–378; CRT, 351–357; learning and peer, 359–373; new words during reading, 44; oral presentation skills, 292–293; others using technology, 429
Teaching Adolescent Writers (Gallagher), 198
“Teaching from a Textbook Makes My Class More Student-Centered” (McCrann), 423

Team-writing sentences game, 234

Technology, using: application, 428–432; attribution, 433; challenges, 432–433; Common Core connections, 428; computers, 429, 430, 432, 436, 439; Daily Computer Plan & Reflection, 430, 432, 439; defined, 427; homework, 431–432; independent study, 429–431; lesson guide, 429, 432, 435; Personalized Learning Weekly Test, 430, 432, 437–438; purpose of, 427–428; research, 428; student handouts and examples, 432; Student-Led Lesson Plan, 429, 432, 434; teaching others, 429; technology connections and, 433; Weekly Computer Independent Study Plan, 429, 432, 436

Technology connections: activating prior knowledge, 61; class, beginning and ending, 421–422; clozes, 79; concept attainment, 139; connections and using technology, 433; conversation practice, 254; cooperative writing, 180–181; co-teaching, 378; CRT, 356–357; debate, 324; dictation, 247–248; differentiation in mainstream classes, 343–344; error correction strategies, 205; graphic organizers, 28; independent reading, 9–10; inductive learning, 129–130; Jigsaw, 96–97; LEA, 90; with learning games for reading and writing, 236–237; learning games for speaking and listening, 331; learning stations, 388; listening, 316–317; literary conversations, 18; music, 268; oral presentations, 291, 300–301; parents and guardians, working with, 384; peer teaching and learning, 364–365; photos and images with speaking and listening, 277; photos with images in reading and writing, 188; problem-posing, 218; quoting, summarizing and paraphrasing, 170; reading comprehension, 117–118; revision, 210–211; school year, beginning, 395–396; school year, ending, 405, 408–409; sentence navigators and sentence builders, 147; sequencing, 69; SIFEs, 349; slideshows, 90; textbooks, 426; TPR, 259–260; video, 285–286; vocabulary, 49–50; writer’s notebook, 198; writing frames and structures, 156

Telephone game, for speaking and listening, 330–331

Tennant, Adrian, 315

Terrell, Shelly, 267

Test Your Vocab, 50

Textbooks: application, 424–426; attribution, 426; challenges, 426; Common Core connections, 424; defined, 423; purpose of, 423–424; research, 424; technology connections, 426

Texting, creative response prompts, 17

Texts, 61; inductive learning with phonics, picture data sets and, 126–128; knowledge activated with preparatory, 60

Texts, whole-class reading and: annotating, 110–111; responding to, 112–113; structure, 109; summarizing, 111–112

Thaler, M., 25, 44

Themes: graphic organizers, 27, 35, 266; song, personal, 266–267

They Say, I Say: The Moves That Matter in Academic Writing (Graff and Birkenstein), 153

Think alouds: example, 108, 110, 112, 117, 120; reading comprehension and, 105, 107–108

Thornbury, Scott, 107

3–2–1, 96; closure activity, 421; conversation practice, 251

Tools. See Online tools

Top Five Outline, oral presentations, 295, 300, 306

Topic, oral presentations, 290

Topical projects, music, 265–266

Toppel, Katie, 228, 229, 328

Total Physical Response (TPR): application, 258–259; attribution, 260; challenges, 259; Common Core connections, 257; defined, 257; extension activity, 258–259; purpose of, 257; research, 257; technology connections, 259–260

Trading card, creative response prompts, 17

True or false, video, 284

Tutoring, peer, 361–362

Tweeting, creative response prompts, 17

Twitter, 378

Two truths and a lie, 393

Two truths and a lie—plus, 394

Typing, and learning to use keyboard, 432

U

University of California, 97

University of Texas, 97

Unveiling, of photos and images, 185

USA Learns, 341

V

Velcro ball dartboard, 229

Venn diagram, 23, 116, 125, 186, 425

Video Thinking Sheet, 282, 285, 287

Videos, 118; access to, 281; active, not passive viewing, 281; application, 280–285; attribution, 286–287; back to the screen, 283; challenges, 285; choosing, 282; Common Core connections, 280; defined, 279; guidelines, 280–281; how-to, 285; length, 280; Pause and Predict Sheet, 284, 285, 288; of proactive strategies, 340; purpose of, 279, 280; quality of audio and, 281; research, 280; sequence, typical, 281–282; sequencing, 283–284; student
INDEX

Videos, (continued)
handouts and examples, 285;
subtitles, 281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,
280–281; technology
connections, 285–286; true or
false, 284; vocabulary, accessible,